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Navy seeks to
deploy dolphins
against tenorist
swimmers
Thomas Watkins
ASSCXTATED PRESS

A judge ruled Feb.2 that the
ongoing investigation into the
disappearance of Kristin Smart, a Cal
Poly student who vanished in 1996,
is not considered cold. This ruling
allows the San Luis Obispo C'ounty
S h e r i f f ’s
Department
to continue
to investigate
the case.
j u d g e
C' h a r 1 e s
C'randall set
a September
re-examina
Kristin Sm art
tion hearing
to review the
file for perhaps the final time. If no
majL>r investigative discoveries are
made before then, the case will most
likely be declared cold, he told The
Tribune.
“Plaintiffs are pleased with the
ruling — the case remains stayed,
yet is being actively investigated by
the Sheriff’s Department, accord
ing to the camera review of the
sheriff’s detective’s declaration,”
said Tana Coates, attorney for Stan
and Denise Smart, Kristin Smarts
parents, in an e-mail interview.
Crandall has met with the
Sheriff’s Department every six
mofiths to review the case and
determine whether the case should
be closed.
If the judge rules that the case is
cold at the September hearing,
records and documents from the
see Case, page 2
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Police anticipate a Mardi (>ra.s with “significantly less” police officers from Feb. 16 to 20, following the
pre.sence of 450 officers in 2005 and .^50 in 2006.

Low-keyMaidi Gias ahead
Josh Krane
M USTANC DAILY

The local police presence dur
ing this weekend’s Mardi Gras
celebrations will be scaled back
considerably compared to the
previous two years, the San Luis
Obispo Police Department said.
After a large-scale riot during
the 2(K)4 celebrations led to 206
arrests, the San Luis Obispo

Police Department multiplied its
police force nearly eight times
for the past two Mardi Ciras
weekends, drawing heavily on
officers
from
neighboring
departments.
Though figures were not
released, the police presence will
be “significantly less” for this
year’s celebrations, which take
place Feb. 16-20, said San Luis

Obispo Police Department
Capt. Dan Blanke. In 2005 there
were 450 officers and 350 in
2(M)6.
“We’re saying it’s going to be
a significant presence,” said
Ulanke, who is in charge of
police operations for Mardi Gras
weekend. “We’re confident that
we can still handle anything that
see Mardi Gras, page 2

SAN DIEGO — Dozens of dol
phins and sea lions trained to detect
and apprehend waterborne attackers
could be sent on a mission to patrol a
military base in Washington state, the
U.S. Navy said Monday.
In a notice published in this week’s
Federal Register, the Navy said it
needs to bolster security at Naval
Base Kitsap-Bangor, located on the
Puget Sound close to Seattle. The
base is home to submarines, ships and
laboratories and is potentially v’ulnerable to attack by terrorist swimmers
and scuba divers, the notice states.
Several options are tinder consid
eration, but the pa'ferred plan would
be to send as many as 30 C'alifornia
sea lions and Atlantic Bottlenose dol
phins from the Navy’s Marine
Mammal Program, based in San
1)iego.
“These animals have the capabili
ties for what needs to be done for this
particular mission,” said Tom
LaPuzza, a spokesman for the Marine
Mammal Program.The Navy is seek
ing public comment for an
Environmental Impact Statement it’s
preparing on the proposal.
LaPuzza said because of their
astonishing sonar abilities, dolphins
are excellent at patrolling for swim
mers and divers. When it detects a
person in the water, a Navy dolphin
drops a beacon. This tells a human
interception team where to find the
suspicious swimmer.
Dolphins also are trained to detect
underwater mines; they were sent to
see Dolphins, page 2

C al Poly student m anages ow n business before graduation
Samantha Freitas
MUSTANG DAILY

Many college students have a hard time
balancing their lives with school, work
and maintaining a social life. It’s not until
they’ve moved on from term papers and
finals that they have to worry about the
stress of a career.
However, one Cal Poly student is tak
ing on school and a career simultaneous
ly. Kristina Spitale is the owner of Crazy
Cowgirl Jewelry & More in San Luis
Obispo and an agriculture management
senior.
Crazy Cowgirl Jewelry & More, which
opened in December
2006, carries
a variV
I
.
>' •
• <•.

ety of western, retro and classic jewelry,
purses and home decor.
“We opened the week before
Christmas, which was great because I
really wanted to be open before the holi
days, but it happened to be during finals
week which made it really hard,” Spitale
said.
Opening her business during finals
week was one of many scheduling con
flicts Spitale has had between work and
school. She keeps her prices low by not
hiring any other, employees,.which means

she is at work running her store every day.
“Now that I’m doing this, I have to
schedule all of my classes really early and
really late,” she said. “It’s not easy, but it
has worked out.”
Spitale started her business shortly after
beginning college by using the money
she earned fiom selling heifers, sheep and
steer at the Mid-State Fair while she
attended Templeton High School where
she was president of the school’s National
FFA Organization, an organization dedi
cated to agricultural science education.
Spitale found success selling jewelry at
high school and college rodeos through
out California out of tents and make-shift

GRAIG MANTLE MUSTANG DAILY

Agriculture management senior Kristina Spitale opened
’see Cowgirl, page 2 Crazy Cowgirl Jewelery & More in December 2006.
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do this in the Iraqi harbor ot'Unmi Qasr in 2(K)3.The last
time the animals were used operationally in San Diego
was in 1996 when they patrolled the bay during a
Kepublican convention.
Sea lions can carry in their 'mouths special cuffs
attached to long ropes. If the animal finds a rogue swim
mer, it can clamp the cuff around the person s leg. The
individual can then be reeled in for questioning.
The Navy wanted to deploy marine animals to the
Northwest in 1989, LaPuzza said, but a federal judge
sided with animal-rights activists concerned about the
effects of cooler water, as well as how the creatures would
affect
the environment.Water in the Puget Sound is• about
•
lO degrees cooler than in San Diego Harbor, which has
an .iverage temperatuTe of about 58 degrees, LaPuzza said.
Since then, the Navy has taken the dolphins and sea
lions to cold-water places like Alaska arid Scandinavia to
see how they coped.
“They did very well,” LaJ^uzza said. If the animals are
sent to Washingion, the dolphins would be housed in
heated enclosures and would only patrol the bay for peri-

Cowgirl
continued from page /

displays.
After a few years, she upgraded
her display to a trailer and intend
ed on making enough money to
open a permanent location shortly
after graduation
“ I alw.iyy knew I wanted to own
a business right after 1 graduated.
It’s been my plan since I was
young." she said. “ I didn’t ever
think I would have a business
while I was still m school, but it
)ust worked out this way.”
Despite the long hours and busy
schedule. Spitale said owning her
business has perks that keep her
motivated and push her through
the mornings when all she wants
to do is sleep.
“ I am getting such good experi
ence. When professors talk about
real-world scenarios, 1 can relate
because a lot of times it’s things
I've actually done," she said. “ I’m
not going to be shocked by reality
after I graduate.”
Spitale’s ultimate plan, if her
business continues to do well, is to
hire full-time employees so she can
begin a career as a sales representa
tive.
"If this business doesn’t work
out, I will still have my jewelry. It's
something I will always be able to
do no matter where I’m at in my
life." Spitale said.
O azy Cowgirl Jewelry
More
is located at 799 Foothill Blvd.,
Suite D in the Ferrini Square. You
can find out more information at
the
Web
site,
www.crazycovvgirl.com.

ods of about two hours.
Stephanie Boyles, a marine biologist and spokeswoman
for People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, said sea
mammals do not provide a reliable defense system, and
they should not be kept in small enclosures.
“We believe the United States’ citizens deserve the
very best defense possible and this just isn’t it,” Boyles
said, adding that dolphins are easily distracted once in
open water. “They don’t understand the consequences of
what will happen if they don’t carry out the mission.”
Among the other options the Navy is considering for
the Kitsap-Bangor base are the use'of human interception
teams and remote-controlled machines.
The Navy has been training marine mammals since
the 1960s, and currently keeps about 100 dolphins and
sea lions. Most of these are in San Diego, but about 20 are
deployed at Naval Submarine Base Kings Bay, Ga.
Dolphins live for up to 30'years. LaPuzza said the Navy
occasionally gives its retired animals to marine parks but
generally keeps them until .they die of old age.
. The Navy hopes eventually to downsize its marine
mammal pmgram and replace the animals with machines.
“But the technology just isn’t there yet,” LaPuzza said.
“The value of the marine mammals is we’ve been doing
this for 35 years and we’ve ironed out all the kinks.”

the main 'suspect under investiga
tion.
Smart’s parents have been pur
continued from page I
investigation will be made avail suing a civil suit against Flores
able to the plaintiffs and the pub since May 2003. The court
lic at large. If not, the Sheriff’s declared Smart legally dead in
Department will continue their 2002 .
The Sheriff’s Departm ent
investigation.
insists
that the case is under active
Either way, “it (will be) a no
harm, no foul” decision, Coates investigation and that it continues
to review the case and follow
said.
leads
as they come up.
After leaving a party on May
“ O ur stance going into court is
25, 1996, freshman student Smart
was last seen with fellow student that it is still open and active,” said
Paul Flores on her way back to Sgt. Brian Haskel, public informa
the dorms. However, many of the tion officer for the sheriff’s
details surrounding her last night department. “We are trying our
best to solve this case arvd find a
remain uncertain.
Smart’s body has yet to be solution for the family, for closure
found, and Flores continues to be for them.”
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In this photo
made avail
able by the
U.S. Navy,
Petty Officer
2nd Class
Russell
Barnhill
works with
his dolphin
team rnember, K-Dog,
in San Diego.
K-Dog is
part of
Marine
Mammals
Systems
Platoon of
Naval Special
Clearance
Team one.

Dolphins
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Mardi Gras
continued from page 1

might occur.”
Agribusiness junior Jason
Fullmer, who was on the street
during Mardi Gras in 2004, said
the reduced police presence makes
him more inclined to participate
in this year’s celebrations.
“It’s a good idea to have securi
ty toned down because last year
there were cops everywhere,” he
said. “ It’s good to have police
around because it keeps everyone
under control, but it should be
within reason.”
Officers, many of whom will be
on bicycles and motorcycles, will
maintain their largest presence
downtown and in the north end
of San Luis Obispo, which extends
from Santa ILosa Street to Grand
Avenue.
The reduction in officers is the
last part of a three-year plan the
•City Council passed in 2004 to
stop raucous partying during
Mardi Gras. In 2005, the Police
Departrrient launched “The Party
is Over” campaign that used print
and radiò ads, dooT hangers, high
way signs, posters and other media
to deliver its message.
The city continued the cam
paign last year under the slogan
“The Party is Still Over.” In 2005
and 2006, 82 and 48 arrests were
made during Mardi Gras weekend
in 2005 and 2006, respectively.
Though police plan to use door
hanger outreach in heavily stu
dent-populated areas, there is no

slogan for this yeaf’s campaign,
Blanke said.
University Police (fiiief Bill
Watton, whose department will
team up with SLOPl) for Mardi
Gras weekend, said the fervor sur
rounding the holiday has largely
died down in recent years.
“ When you look at our stu
dents, only fourth- and fifth-year
students were here during the
problem time,” he said. “The
newer students weren’t here and
don’t know what Mardi Gras was,
so we thought we could scale it
down a little bit.” The University
Police Department will call up
about 30 officers from the
C'alifornia State University system
for Mardi Gras, Watton said.
Architecture freshman Emily
Kirwan said she had hdard of the
2004 Mardi Gras riot before com
ing to Cal Poly. She said she will
probably go out this year.
"I think there are a lot of police
around already,” she said. “They
don’t need to go full force.”
From midnight on Friday until
after “ Fat Tuesday,” San Luis
Obispo will become a “safety
enhancement zone,” meaning
those receiving citations for public
urination, hosting parties with
minors, weapons offenses and
noise complaints will be subject .to
enhanced fines. The fines range
from 1350 to $700, depending on
how many citations the offender
received in the previous 12
months.
Those cited with public nudity
offenses will receive a $100 fine.
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Briefs
State

National

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Police shot and killed a mentally
ill man after he stabbed an offi
cers chest armor with a sharp
object during a disturbance at a
group home for the disabled,
authorities said.
The man, identified as
Francisco Mondragon, 24, died
Sunday at Los Angeles CountyUSC Medical Center, said Lt.
Paul Vernon, a police spokesman.
Officers were called to Fair
Oaks Manor around 2 a.m.
Sunday after Mondragon became
violent and threatened two resi
dents and a staff member, said the
facility’s director, Mark Cruz.
• • •
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— Smoking marijuana eased
HIV-related pain in some
patients in a small study that nev
ertheless represented one of the
few rigorous attempts to find out
if the drug has medicinal benefits.
The Bush administration’s
Office of National Drug Control
Policy quickly sought to shoot
holes in the study.
The study, conducted at San
Francisco General Hospital fixjm
2003 to 2005 involved 50
patients suffering from HIVrelated foot pain known as
peripheral neuropathy.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
A couple whose home was
destroyed when
Hurricane
Katrina ripped holes in its roof
paid their premiums on time, but
their insurance company fiiiled
to properly or promptly pay their
claim for damages, their lawyer
said on Monday.
In opening arguments for a
trial that could set the tone for
thousands of other cases against
insurers, Christy Howley said
Lawrence Tomlinson and his
wife Elizabeth paid their premiurns in a timely manner but didn’t get paid for their Katrina
claims until after they sued in
January 2006.
• • •
W A SH IN G TO N (AP) —
House Democratic leaders circulated a nonbinding resolution
Monday saying that Congress
“disapproves of the decision of
President George W. Bush ... to
deploy more than 20,(K)0 additional United States combat
troops to Iraq.” The measure.
expected to come to a vote by
Friday, also says that “Congress
and the American people will
continue to support and protect
the members of the United
States armed forces who are
serving or who have served
bravely and honorably in Iraq.”

w w w .m u sta n 3d aiiy.n e t

Solciiers (doubts weigh
International heavy on mission to lay
foun(dation for Baghdad
security plan

T EH R A N , Iran (AP) —
Iran’s hard-line president, who
has berated the United States
and refused to compromise on
his nuclear program, is now softening his tone, saying Monday
he wants dialogue rather than
confrontation in Iraq. Tehran
also denied giving sophisticated
weapons to militants to attack
U.S. forces. President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad insisted that turmoil in Iraq is bad for his country and dialogue — not force —
was the solution to the region’s
conflicts.
• • •
BEIJING (AP) — Six countries reached a tentative agreement Tuesday on initial steps
toward North Korea’s nuclear
disarmament that could usher in
the first concrete progress after
more than three years of talks
marked by delays, deadlock and
the communist country’s first
nuclear test explosion.
The U.S. envoy to the talks.
Assistant Secretary o f State
Christopher Hill, emerged in
the early morning hours of
Tuesday looking weary after a
marathon 16-hour negotiation
and announced that a tentative
deal had been struck at the latest
round of six-party talks on the
North’s nuclear program.

Ryan Lenz
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Soldiers
spearheading the increase in U.S.
forces in Baghdad are papering car
windows and storefronts with pur
ple stickers listing telephone num
bers and an e-mail address where
Iraqis can send intelligence tips to
help stop the violence.
But if a recent sweep in search of
car bomb makers is an indication,
they have a long way to go to
improve intelligence.
Soldiers from the Army’s 1st
Battalion, 23rd Infantry Regiment
converged this week on a reli
giously mixed north Baghdad
neighborhood o f auto parts stores
and “chop shops” that Iraqi com
manders believed was used to rig
deadly car bombs.
Moving door to door, Iraqi and
U.S. soldiers smashed padlocks
with sledge hammers, clipped
through wire gates and rifled
through hundreds o f buildings as
Iraqi mechanics, their hands slick
with grease and motor oil, peered
from nearby shops.

Instead of discovering a network
of clandestine car bomb factories,
the soldiers instead found only a
few Kalashnikov rifles, eight
grenades and some wire.
“We’re told this new surge is
going to be more intelligencebased instead of just hitting ran
dom sites,” said Staff Sgt. Jamie
Slagle, 31, of Morrisville, Mo., as he
flipped through a stack of unused
stickers. “But that’s what seems to
me to still be going on.”
U.S. officials have urged Iraqis to
be patient and have cautioned that
the new security operation could
take months to show results. That’s
a hard message to swallow for Iraqis
who have endured years of vio
lence — including a triple car
bombing Monday that killed at
least 71 people in the heart o f the
capital.
The U.S. military has advertised
some successes, including the dis
covery of 14 weapons caches dur
ing a series o f raids and patrols in
Baghdad during the week that
ended last Friday. On Thursday,
see Security Plan, page 4

STU D Y IN LO NDO N FO R F A L L SE M E ST E R 2007
A Cal Poly A fjiliated Program
September 2 to December 18 (15 weeks)

Information Meeting
February 15, 2007
2:00- 3:00 PM
Bldg 2 Rm 204

¡Meeting Agenda:
Curriculum
Academic Credit
Program Structures
Student Life
Accommodations
Program Costs
Questions and Answers

For more information: contact Miriam Rabban, International Education & Programs,
Math Bldg. 38, Room 145,Tel. 805-756-6161
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Security Plan
continued from page 3

U.S. and Iraqi troops arrested two
members of a car bomb-making
cell in Amiriyah, a Sunni neighbor
hood near Baghdad airport, the
command said.
But for the soldiers of the 23rd
Regiment, the results of the new
phase have been disappointing so
far. Some of them fear that the
delays in kicking off the new secu
rity operation may have given
Sunni and Shiite extremists time to
flee the capital or hide their
weapons.
“Why are they sending us
ground pounding?” asked Spc.
Kevin Gibson, 26, of Shiloh, Ohio,
as he slumped on a dusty couch in
an abandoned office after a day of
futile searches.
What still seems lacking, soldiers
say, is good intelligence — and
cooperation from Iraqis themselves.
“Its like a 50-50 game. Fifty per
cent is good intelligence and 50
percent is just plain bull,” said Spc.
Brett Rochon, 22, of Ansonia,
Conn. “You’ve got a better chance
o f walking around the street.”
Since the collapse of Saddam
Hussein’s regime in 2(K)3, U.S. mil
itary officers have been courting
tribal leaders, repairing schools,
clearing streets and making contacts
— all with the goal o^ winning
public support against insurgents
and militias.
But transforming goodwill into
useable intelligence has proven elu
sive. And sometimes, the insurgents
have turned the tables by spreading
false information under the guise of

I

friendly tips.
Last month, U.S. troops launched
a raid on Haifa Street in central
Baghdad after receiving a tip that
insurgents were in the area. As the
Americans arrived, they were
ambushed and one American was
killed.
“The first target we went to, as
soon as we dismounted, they started
throwing grenades at my guys like
they knew we were coming,” said
Capt. Isaac Torres, 34, of San Diego,
Calif., a company commander.
Nevertheless, the U.S. has little
choice but to rely heavily on the
Iraqis — both civilians and military
— if it stands any chance of success
in pacifying the capital. Under the
new plan, Iraqi forces will take the
lead in securing city neighborhood
by
neighborhood
—
with
American units standing by in case
of trouble.
“We will have to share the bur
dens and move forward together,”
Gen. David Petraeus said Saturday
when he assumed command from
Gen. George W. Casey. “If we can
do that and if we can help the peo
ple of Iraq, the prospects of success
are good. Failing that, Iraq will be
doomed to continued violence and
civil strife.”
But some soldiers fear that the
ranks of the Iraqi police and army
are now so riddled with militiamen
and insurgent sympathizers that the
strategy may backfire.
“The newest plan had the best
chance of being eflfective two years
ago. But I don’t think it has much
of a chance now. It’s just too late.
The militias are embedded in
everything,” Slagle said.
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Arizona l^slatu re to rule
on driving-while-texting law
released on Jan. 22.
A iu z o n a D aily W ildcat (U. A r iz o n a )
In the study, younger drivers
reported using their cell phones
TUCSON, Ariz. — Text-mes the most while driving.
saging while driving could become
Virginia Tech Transportation
a secondary offense, complete with Institute and
the
National
fines up to $200 if the Arizona state Highway
Traffic
Safety
Legislature passes a bill proposed Administration conducted a study
by Rep. Steve Farley, D-Tucson.
of driving distractions and acciAccording to the bill, a driver
could not only be pulled over for
text-messaging while driving, but
could also be fined if pulled over
for another offense while text
messaging.
The fine for a driving-whiletexting, or DWT, offense would
be $50.
If a driver causes an accident
while text-messaging, the fine
would increase to $200.
According to the bill intro
duced by Farley Jan. 16, not only
would it be illegal to compose
text-messages while driving, it
would also be illegal to read them
while driving.
The bill does not mention
talking on a cell phone while dri- “
ving, or using any other cell phone dents, during which they followed
function other than text-messag 241 drivers for one year.
The study, released in April
ing.
Thirty-seven percent o f people 2006, found that cell phone usage
ages 27 and younger admit to text was the biggest distraction to dri
messaging while driving, according vers.
Although evidence indicates
to a study conducted by
Nationwide Mutual Insurance there is an obvious danger in text
messaging .while driving, many
University of Arizona students are
not sure how a law like this would
work.
Thomas Lewis, an aerospace
Andrea Lerch

¿Th^ty-seven
percent of
people ages 27
and younger
admit to text
messaging
while drilling.;

IN AUSTRALIA!
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engineering senior, said he does
not text-message while driving, but
even if he did, this bill would not
make him stop.
“You would have to be an idiot
to hold your phone in front of
your face while you’re driving,”
Lewis said. “How would they even
know that you are texting? ... I’ve
_ seen giris put on makeup, read a
newspaper and drive at the same
time. I’m sure there are a lot
worse things you could do while
driving.”
Some students admit to text
messaging while driving.
“All you have to do is hold
your phone down low, so they
don’t see,” said Sarah Merkle, a
psychology senior.“! feel like this
bill is pointless because how are
police going to know you are
texting? But it’s a good idea.”
Morgan Lor, an engineering
management sophomore, said he
text-messages while driving but
thinks it’s very dangerous.
“1 don’t think that law can be
enforced, but 1 think it’s a good
idea because people who text and
drive are horrible drivers,” Lor
said.
Nicole Hauptman, a psychology
senior, said if the bill is passed, she
might stop text-messaging while
driving when streets are really busy,
but not if there isn’t much traffic.
“I text-message while driving
but 1 probably shouldn’t because it
is distracting,” she said.
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Ward going to Merge Record.s and rounds the first strokes of guitar. Kyle spirit and unbound creativity. His
Field going to K Records. One played with two locals who haunt songs are on endless mixtapes and
received cross over fame.
One Uptown Cafe and was pushed back in many people left by telfing them the
received a devoted fan base.
my recliner as the support howled impression the n^httime deck show
1 e-mailed Kyle a few months back under his vocals.
had.
with the hope that he would play a big
The set passed in waves with one
Over the last few days since the
show at a venue in town. His reputa- song hitting only to allow minutes of show, the town has tightened togeth
tion is high among people surround- laughter and talking. Eventually, he er even more. Stories about meeting
ing me and 1 felt assured of a success- stumbled to my porch with a friend up with Kyle or skateboarding with
ful show and a large
him have sneaked into many
crowd. In response, he
things other people tell me.
requested a house show
1 got a call to my radio show
with some hat-passing to
the moment I brought up
(Kyle Held performed) in my
provide money. 1 quickly
the Little Wings’ perfor
living room for fiee last Thursday
agreed, but plans died as
mance. Just another person
time passed and I heard no
to tell me about how they
night as he traveled up the coast.
response.
were talking about laying
N
o
soccer
moms,
no
N
P
R
At 5:03 a.m. last
down tracks with Kyle. He’s
c3
Tuesday, he responded ask
our true local celebrity.
listeners, no 6 n s o f albums that
<D
ing for a house show on
Probably the only one that
vdthat Thursday. I quickly
can pull people to my back
never leave room for exploration.
c
3
agreed
and
organized
it
yard
on a Thursday night last
( ^ r o fiQ m (íu iñ e r ifio n
between projects, studying,
minute for what is essential
work and classes. He got to my house carting the last few vinyl copies of his ly one artist playing his instrument so
T eund^dund
7 e u n d ^e u n d
at 7:30 p.m., engaging quickly in the album that has no plans of being re freely.
party that formed as The Bbck Shirts pressed. During the final songs, 1 lit a
Show Tip: I’m running my first
Ward is supporting Thursday night as he traveled up the
and Watercolor Paintings played on cigarette and handed it to his stum- show of the quarter on Valentine’s
Norah Jones on her coast. No soccer moms, no National my deck. Among coffee cups of wine bling fingers that could still produce
Day at the Stcynberg Gallery.
• next tour. Her next Public Radio listeners, no fans of two
and shared cigarettes, we prepared for beautiful, lonely, wandering folk. It Canadian freak pop group They
tour will see the two sweeping albums per year that never leave room
his plan of a crowded, dimly-lit set in was dark, silent and intimate until the Shoot Horses, D on’t They? will
through big cities and big venues and for exploration, just around 5() sundry my living room.
last song.
pour sweat all over the floor for us
big crowds. However, Kyle Fields Central Coast scenesters.
Once the change of band location
As he explained, he is 38 now and as Part Time Outlaw and Cub
tour (in band form as Little Wing?)
To understand the importance of was announced, time passed in dark- lives with his mother. His knee has
Scout Day Camp open up the
had one stop and no tour mate. It had this, you must understand some histo
ness in the living room between close been screwed up by a skateboarding show. It does slightly say romantic
no booking agent, no press and no ry. Years back, M.Ward and Kyle Field
quarters and plumes of smoke stretch- accident. My point in mentioning this date. But even more, it endearing
accompanying
appearance
on were the local band Rodriguez. They
ing out across guitar tuning. On the is that Kyle Field is not only an impor- ly says that you’re single and crazy
Starbucks compilations. It was one were the scene and the motivation as I
cassette tape recording of the show, the tant local musician, but a national one in a way that almost nothing else
fiee show in my living room last understand it now. They split with
commotion stops and silence sur- as well. Kyle embodies independent
>G/a
Q
>
C
3
Qp
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Poly DanceSport founder having a ‘ball’ ‘Loverspeak’ poetry contest
to reflect Valentine m ood

Janelle Eastridge

place, the bulk o f the
preparations began m
earnest last summer. The
It is 11 a.in. on Saturday, an
“pretty extensive process”
hour before the first dance of
included setting up a Web
the day begins. Outside the
site, publicizing the event
rain is pouring down, but
around Sah Luis Obispo
inside ,soon-to-compete ball
and throughout California,
room dancers carefully apply
and securing the judges.
makeup, secure hair, and
In retrospect, the day of
change
into
elaborate,
the event was full of mixed
sequined and bead-adorned
emotions.
dresses and tuxedos — or jeans
“It was definitely stress
and T-shirts.
ful at times — it has been
On the dance floor, couples
a long ordeal — but it was
are practicing intricate steps,
also exciting because it was
warming up for their dances.
actually coming together.
In the background, Michael
In the back of your mind,
Uuble’s “ Feeling
Good,”
there’s always worry;‘What
Norah Jones’ “Come Away
if something goes wrong?
With Me,” and Jennifer
What if a judge doesn’t
Lopez’s “Let’s Get Loud” play
show up?’ But it was most
as couples glide gracefully
ly exciting,” Ellwood said.
across the floor.
Now that the competi
In the midst of the mild
tion has been successfully
chaos, Christopher Ellwood
completed, all the worry
busily rushes around, practiccourtesy ph o t o
and stress of planning have
ing for one of his 32 dances Cal Poly DanceSport founder Christopher
been pushed aside — at
and hammering out last- Ellwood hosted the first-ever Mustang Ball this least until planning begins
minute details before the past weekend in Chumash Auditorium.
again for next year.
competition actually begins.
“W hat made all the
Ellwood’s dream of hosting a advice concerning upcoming com planning and hard work worth it
ballroom dancing competition in petitions. Thus, the Cal Poly was seeing everyone having such a
San Luis Obispo finally became a DanceSports Team was formed in
'’" ’P ''
reality this weekend as Cal Poly January of 2003.
Though still considered a club, ‘"8- ''“ P ''
hosted its first annual Mustang Ball.
ASI
has not yet labeled the team that made everything worthwhile
The event was held in Chumash
—we achieved that goal,” he said.
Auditorium Saturday, with mem- with “sports” status. As the team
Ellwood credits the team of vol
,bers of the Ked Hat Society, proud anxiously await this status, Ellwood unteers, club officers, and commu
parents and grandparents, and fel hopes that this ongoing,“frustrating nity supporters who worked with
low students watching fix>m the process” will end soon.
Since Ellwood first joined the him for everything coming togeth
sidelines.
er and running as smoothly as it
Ellwood, the 2(K)3 computer sci team, there has been talk about did.
ence graduate, who co-advises
the hosting a competition at Cal Poly;
His dream is that these dancers —
»
balIn>om dance club on a volunteer until this year, though, the idea had and hopefully moa* in the futua* —
basis, but first joined the club his not progressed turther than this.
will be able to attend the M listing
Since
most
schools
and
studios
junior year at Cal Poly.
Ball on a yearly basis, and that their
With a passion for music, espe generally only compete in their love of dance will be infectious to
cially jazz music (he played trumpet region (i.e. Northern or Southern the C'al Poly and San Luis Obispo
in a jazz band in high school), C'alifornia on|j;), it has been communitic's alike.
Every Thursday, the club holds
Ellwood first attended the club for Ellwood’s hoj->e)|hat, by hosting an
event
m
Centraft^ilifornia,
this
gap
lessons
in the Architecaia* building
fun. As time went on and he
at 8 p.m. Until the end of the quar
became more invt>lved in the ptti- would be bridged.
“We’re a common meeting point ter, they will be teaching the samba
gram, he was hooked.
and the rumba.
“ I really love music, so dancing is for everyone to dance and compete
More information on the
like the ultimate level of this appre against people they wouldn’t nor
BallaKun Dancing CMub and
ciation,” Ellwiwd said. “And it’s a mally compete against,” he said.
DanceSport
Team can be found at
This year’s Mustang Ball, hope
sLK'ial thing. You can go to a dance
their Web site, www.cpdanceswhere you don’t know anyone, but fully the first of many, has been ports.org.
at the end of the night you’ll have about a year and a half in the mak
50 new tfiends because the dancing ing, Ellwood said.
After looking at all the possible
community is so welcoming.”
A few years ago, he saw the need date's for holding the competition,
for a more structured venue in the Feb. 10 date was set.
With the date and venue in
which to practice for, and give
MUSTANG DAILY

Amanda Retzer
MUSTANG DAILY

The Cal Poly annual literary
magazine Byzantium is hosting a
poetry reading called “Loverspeak”
today at 8 p.m. in Ag Engineering
building, room 123.The reading will
raise money for the magazine’s
upcoming yearly publication
All of the speakers are Cal Poly
English professors who will each be
reading their own poetry as a preValentine’s Day production.
' Cal Poly’s Byzantium is officially
called a literary magazine, although
it is published like a book. It features
poems and stories written by Cal
Poly students from all different
majors.
‘It’s a creative writing contest and
we choose the top four poems and
the top four short stories,” English
major Maghan Bailey said.
Previous
editions
of . the
Byzantium will be sold, and dona
tions are welcome at the event.
“The money will go towards the
production of the magazine. In pre
vious years, (the Byzantium staff)
had to raise about $8,(KK) to produce
the book, so we’re hoping to get in
as many donations as we can,” Bailey
said.
Committees comprised of faculty
members blindly judge the poems
and decide on first, second and third
place winners, along with one hon

COURTESY PHOTO

The Cal Poly literary magazine
Byzantium is hosting a Valentine’s
poetry reading and fundraistoday.
orable mention for each type of
work. These eight pieces are then
printed in the magazine, which is
published annually.
The magazine is run by under
graduate students, and co-edited by
two senior English majors, who
worked for months on the magazine
as a senior project. Beside Bailey, this
year’s issue is co-edited by David
Schwartz, also accompanied by the
student art director, Julian Caustrita.
Byzantium has won numerous lit
erary awards and is sold at the El
Corral Bookstore.
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Cafe
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Melissa Montecuollo
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As of January 29th, V G Cafe
is “Foam Free." Wash and re

of Cam pus Dining, Cal Poly has

BackStage Pizza uses cardboard

use dinnerware is used for eat-

several ways that they have cut

boxes and “slice trays" to hold

in meals and “Clam Shells" for

back the use of styrofoam and

their p iz z a . Ta p a n g o ’s and

take-out are

a compostable

other non-recyclable products.

Campus Market use paper wraps

product d e ve lo p e d by the

Selling reusable m ugs and
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Take .out

offering discounts when customers

containers are available at

drink

use them is a major way to cut

Veranda Cafe and Garden Grille,

are
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recyclable, and hot cups are
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meals being sen/ed on reusable
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For many years it has been
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C hidö rule at Grammys, multiple veterans snag trophies
Nekesa M um bi Moody
\SSO( lA ll I) I'kl ss

LO S a n ( ; e: l e s — without,
“American Idol” ti) worry about, the
(irammy Awards bounced back
strongly in the ratings this year.
An estimated 2( >.1 million people
watched the I )i.\ie Cdiicks take home
every trophy they were eligible for.
Suntiiy night. That’s ujs IS percent
from last season, according to Nielsen
Media Research.
Last year (irammy organizers
decided to go head-to-head with
“American Idol" on a Wednesd.iy
night and were clobbered; the tele
cast’s 17 million viewers represented
the smallest audience in the shows
histofv.
This year the (irammys moved
back to Sund.iy night. The show even
g.ive a nod of respect to “American
Idol” by holding a.contest where an
amateur singer bail a spotlight duet
with lustin Timberlake.
Lhe
Recording
Academy
einbr.iced more serious fare bv veter
an artists on Sunday, showering the
Dixie (ihicks with five awards,
including the rare tnfecta of record,
album, and song of the year. .Mary |.
Hlige won three for her com'eback
.record “The Mreakthrough,” the
biggest mainstream success in her l.s\e.ir c.ireer. .^lul four trophies went to
the Red Hot ('hili I’eppers for their
hit album “St,idium .^rcadiuin."
.Meanwhile, Justin riinberlake
took home two trophies in little-

i. I

noticed side-categories.
British singer-songw riters (Airinne Bailev
Rae and James Blunt,
both newcomers nom
inated for multiple
aw.irds, were shut out.
And t\to of the year’s
biggest hits, “Hips
Don’t
lie ”
and
“Bromiscuous,” didn’t
get any awards — both
lost out to a remake of
Stevie
Wonder’s
decades-old hit “For*
C^nce In My Life,” per
formed by Wonder
cxiuRTESY more)
and SO-year-old Tony
Controversial trio the Dixie Chicks (left to right: Martie Maguire,
Bennel.t.
There weVe many Natalie Maities and Emily Rohison) won hig at the Grammys.
such
' “(irannv”
,
,
,
, test was an obvious nod to “American „
. ,

groups of any genre
was boycotted by
Nashville and disap
peared from country
radio.
With "Taking the
Long Way,” ’ the
women relied tm
renowned producer
Rick R ubin’s guid
ance for an album
that was imire rock
and less country.
(Rubin, who also
produced “Stadium
Arcadium,” was hon
ored as producer of
the year.)
The standing ov,itions the ('hicks
received
Sunday
, ,

nmnients at the 4>th anniuil .iwards

,dol,” the TV talent competition th^t

show. Despite Hashes ot vouth in per*
formances bv Timberlake, lohn
M.iver
, . ■
and ( .hris Brown, the show had a deD
iiiite VHl (!l.issics appeal, from the
kickoH'by the reunited Bolice — who
were not nominated for any .iwards
and had no purpose except to draw
audiences — to the tributes that lov
ingly rec.illed the hiding music ipdiistry's golden years.
Berhaps the only moment that
seemed' to have any cutting-ei.fge ele
ment was the "My ('»lammy
.Moment.'’ in which three young
wxmien vied for a spot to sing with
Limberlake. The winner, B>-year-old
Robyn Troup, w.is determined by text
messages and Internet votes.The con-

i j the
.u (irammvs when
i
----- - has
-----'—
^— '''
changed - -----regarding
the
crushed
it went climate
,he.id-to-he,id
■ . . on a w/
j
j
l
Iraq
war.
and
even
Bush.
Wednesdav night
“That’s interesting,” Maineslast year, prompting the ('iiaminys to
crowed
from the podium after the
riee back to» Sund.iy.
The Dixie (diicks won all five couiitfy award was handed out earli
awards thev were nominated for. er in the night. “Well, to quote the
including album of the ye.ir for great SimpsonsHeh-lleh.
“Just
kidiling,”
ailded
Vlaines. “ A
“Taking the Long W.iy." and’record
and scTDg of the year for “Not Ready lot of people just turned their TVs
to Make Nice,” their defiant anthe'm otf right now. I'm very sorry for
penned by songw riter 1)an V( ilson. It that.”
Bandmate Fniilv Robison noted.
was sweet vindication after the
superstars' lives were threntened and •“We wouldn’t have done this album
their record sales plummeted when without everything we went
feisty le.ul singer Natalie Maines cm - rhrtnigh, so we h.ive no regrets."
ici/ed Bresident Bush on the eve ot^
.All the trophies collected by the
the Iraq war m 2on3. Almost Dixie (diicks, Blige and the ('hill
os ernight, one of the inost successful Beppers contributed to the evening’s

the political

T

old-school Teel. Though the show
featured a medley with bright new
stars such as Ray and double-win
ners M.iyer and • John Legend, it
relied heavily on the* classics: Lionel
Richie sang his ‘HOs hit “Hello” and
Sinokey Robinson sai;g his Motown
classic “The Tracks of My Tears” in a
tribute, to RikB. (Both were nomi
nees this year.) Rock and Roll Hall
of Falners The Bolice, who split in
1984, reunited to kick oH'the show
with their rendition of"Roxanne.”
Even some of the more contem
porary artists were relegated to
singing songs that weren’t their own.
Christina Aguilera, a winner for
female pop vocal performance, sang
the late James Brown’s “It’s A Man’s
Man’s Man’s World” instead of her
own nominated songs. Carrie
Underwood, the newedmer with
one of last year’s most successful
albums, crooned The. Eagles’
“Desperado” aild “San Antonio
Rose” instead of her signature tune
“|csus. Lake the Wheel.” w Inch was
nohiinated for song of the ycjir. ’
Blige Was the overall nominations
leader- with- eight. She won best
RivB
album
for
'‘The
Breakthrough," her double-platinum
triumph, plus best female RikB per
formance .ind RikB song for “Be
Without You.”
A tearful Blige said her album “has
iu)t only shown that 1 am a musician
ai)d an artist and a writer, it also,
shows 1 am growing into a better
human being.”
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your own \^entine’s D ay poem
omorrow is Valentine’s
Day. It is a holiday about
love, but the problem
with the holiday is that so many
people in this world totally hate it.
For some, it is extreme bitterness
about the whole thing; to others it
is just a day where you have to tell
someone how much you care
about him or her.
As a guy though, I have a differ
ent problem, which many men
share with me. That of course, is
what the hell are we supposed to
actually do? Don’t worry though,
guys, because in this “Guide to
Life’’ I’m going to walk you
through one of the easiest ways to
really tell your girl' how much you
care. Poetry, like really nothing
else, can show a girl that you really
put a lot of thought into a gift for
her, while A) it is cheap^ and B)
you can make it as personalized as
possible.
Before we really dive in here, let
me just say that the new gift fea
ture on facebook is no viable way
to really show someone you care,
so don’t think you can get off that
easily^.
The first type of poem is the
classic “Roses are red, violets are
blue’’ style. This one can work
wonders as you will be able to tell
your special someone’* exacdy how
you feel, in one of the tamest ways

The last kind I’ll share
with you is the limerick. If
you don’t know what these
are, you’re not alone,
because honestly it was my
buddy Yoav^ who remind
ed me of the beauty that
these
poems
possess.
Anyway, “There once was a
man from Nantucket”
might be the most wellknown, and if you don’t
know that one, Google it,
and in the meantime I’ll
just jump into my own for
you. Something like...
There is no girl that is bet
ter than you, on a scale of one
By Mine to
ten you are a thousand and
tieiMOWITZ twiy, you just are so funny,
worth more than any amount
of money, now please cook or
See what I did there? I gave a
compliment, and then followed it I’ll find someone new.
If that doesn’t get your guy or
up with even more constructive
criticism. Everyone wins with girl to swoon over you, nothing
haikus like that. Here is another will.
Well, unfortunately that brings
for the sake of really making sure
me to the end of another one of
you get these:
“You don't need makeup, you are my “Guides to Life” and like
so pretty as is, truthfully we’re just always, I hope you learned some
going to a movie and nobody will be thing. Between the classic poem,
able to see what you look like so what the haiku, and the limerick, you
should be well on your way to a
do I care?”
Oops, OK, so 1 broke the rule of successful Valentine’s Day. And hey,
the Haiku, but you get the idea. I if you still don’t care about all this
Valentines Day stuff, just, 1 don’t
believe that you can pull it off.
know, drink your sorrows away.
Everybody wins. Love and peace
and no need to thank me later for
how great your day will be.
' O r “Bitch.” "Mike’s Guide to Life: Mike’s checklist for new relationships.” Mustang Daily, Jan. 23, 2(K)7.
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The M ustang Daily staff takes pride in
publishing a daily new spaper for the Cal
Poly cam pus and the neighboring com nxjnity.W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Rease send your correction suggestions
to m u s t a n g d a ily @ g m a il. c o m

notices
The M ustang Daily is a "designated
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"Oh, God, Emily is grabbing my head and
twisting it off. She wants me so badly."

kí2
Giuidiz
To
Li)'(z

^ Just looking out for all you fellow Jews.
^ Even though nothing says “Valentine’s Day” like picture o f a naked toy troll.
^ O r "Bitch” to keep thin^ip consistent.
^ Not that soft thoufdi. «> still watch out when you see me on the streets.
^ O r you can at least keep your fingers crossed like 1 will be.
^ Yes, that is his real name; and yes Microsoft Word's spell checker almost exploded from that name in text.

Mike Heimowitz is a journalism
senior and Mustang Daily humor
columnist. Without a rhyme, a dime or
time, you can sign onto the fine mikeheimowitz.com.

Cal PelY*s Finest News Source

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

umn is always full o f wit and he has
such good taste. Bravo, Mustang Daily!

"I^ A IL Y

Adrian Herrera
Aerospace engineering senior

It’s probably for the best you quali
fied the beginning o f last week’s con
servative column with “proving (a
As of right now, 3,118 American
liberal bias) exists...is difficult to do”
troops have lost their lives in Iraq.
The Iraqi death toll is at a staggering because you failed to prove it at all.
The closest you come to substantiat
650,(KX) and rising every day. Fifteen
million children will die of starvation ing your argument in any form is
quoting party registration statistics,
this year, despite the fact that they
could all be fed for a fraction o f what which, while interesting, are entirely
meaningless in context to the rest of
the war is costing us. Why does the
your
baseless speculation.
death of a single blonde, gold-dig
Here’s a hint, having to end a sen
ging, diet-pill-pushing stripper get far
tence with “(this really happens)”,
more media coverage? That’s down
doesn’t
exactly speak volumes about
right shameful.
the validity o f your claims. And as for
Andy Scott
your
assertion that conservatives are
Mechanical engineering junior
against LGBT, minority, and women’s
rights? Enlightening of your basic
Research void in 'Liberal bias’
world view at the very least, offensive
colum n
to a vast majority of the student pop
I’ll be pretty concise.To respond to
Brian Eller’s “Liberal Bias” article, he
ulation at the most. To be honest, 1
really needs to do his research.The last agree with you on the premise o f a
time I checked, I saw the LGBT Pride liberal bias at this university, but your
Center in a trailer next to building 52, column absolutely failed to address it
N O T in the University Union, like he meaningfully. In the future, I suggest
mentioned.
you avoid resorting to the same tired
To sum up, Brian Eller is the most
“victimized Republican” shtick that
knowledgable columnist in the
plagues all of your columns.
Mustang Daily. I mean seriously...
Kyle Brookmeyer
where did you guys find him? His colMicrobiology junior

Exclusive

C debrity deaths shouldn't
trum p real news

I*

I*

<4 W«

Checkout
today's

Online

Liberal bias not proved in
Eller^ column

9 34 0 7

corrections

there is. Really though, the
possibilities that you have for
this one are endless. Go with
something romantic like:
Roses are red, violets are blue,
talkinfi to you for hours and
hours and hours about absolute
ly nothing even though I have a
midterm tomorrow and will
probably fail because of this con
versation, is as refreshing as the
morning dew. Straight and to
the point.
You can also do something
like, Roses are reds, violets are
blue, seriously I didn’t pay for
your dinnerfor you to eat just a
single bite and not even take the
rest home, but I still love you.
Now I know that 1 might
look like “Mr. Tough Guy” in
my picture, but look, I still
have a softer, gender side^.
Now we move on to the next
type of poem, which is the haiku.
Traditionally, the haiku consists of
five syllables, seven syllables, and
then five syllables for each line. If
you can pull one of these off, your
valentine should be all over you^.
Obviously, these ones are a little
more restricting, but you can still
get your point across. How about
something like:
Your hair so pretty,
You don’t needfive hours for prep,
Some things can’t be fixed.
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Column

the BUNION

Got soniethinii R) sayr

Submit your
thought», opiniouH,
rant« and ravos
in 250 words or loss to

mustangdaHyoplnlonsi>gmaIl.oom
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Football
continued from page ¡2

lames Noble ran tor 1,009 yards and
seven scores. The Walter Payton
Award candidate became the first
player in school history to surpass
1,(KK) yards in consecutive seasons,
rushed for a school-record 1,578
yards in 2005 and averaged 5.1 yards
per carry in 2006.
In addition to the 5-6, 180pound Noble, another junior-to-be,
Fred Hives II, ran for 221 yards and
two scores last year. The 210pounder averaged 5.7 yards per
carry and provided an effective, big
ger change-of-pace back to the
shiftier Noble. Hives II also played
some fullback.
Mole is not the only former
Kighetti skilled-position star who
will get some reps when Ckil Poly
begins spring practice Feb. 21.
C'al
Poly
announced
in
December that it had signed former
Righetti and Hancock quarterback
Jonathan Dally.
Aside from Mole and Dally, the
Mustangs’ recruiting class is high
lighted by versatility.
(ireg Francis, a 6-1, 180-pound
cornerback/free safety from La
Habra, returned two kicks, two
interceptions and one punt for
scores last season. He made 85 tack
les and picked off six passes as a high
school senior.
jarred Houston, a 5-10, 175pound tailback/defensive back from
Fairfield, brought back two punts
and one kickoff for touchdowns in
his final two years at Rodriguez
High.

Ellerson said the likely reason
Francis and Houston served as
return men at their respective high
schools w,is because their coaches
probably trusted them with the ball
in their hands, a sign he' is encour
aged by when looking at their
prospects transitioning to the
NCAA Division l-AA level.
“They both have those kind of
ball skills that tell you they can play,”
Ellerson said. “ I love guys on
defense that can catch the ball.”
Another prominent aspect of the
recruiting class is Troy Shotwell, the
younger brother of Buck Buchanan
Award-winning linebacker Kyle
Shotwell and sophomore-to-be
defensive end Ryan Shotwell.
Troy Shotwell, a 6-3, 200-pound
defensive end/tight end, will likely
see more time on the defensive side
of the ball. That’s where he racked
up 86 tackles, 13 sacks and 21 tack
les for loss as a senior at 1)os Pueblos
High in Goleta — where both his
older brothers went.
“We believe in that gene pool,”
Ellerson said.
Ellerson. though, said that Troy
Shotwell was signed for reasons
greater than his relation to two of
the team’s top defensive playmakers
in 2006.
“I’m excited about what (Troy
Shotwell’s) future holds,” Ellerson
said. “He’s a good player and athlete
in his own right.”
The recruiting class also includes
three San Luis Obispo County
products — linebacker/H-Back
Brandon Roberts and kicker Jacob
West of Atascadero along with safety/wingback Jake Romanelli of
Templeton.

Sum m er
S tu d y in

Roberts, a second-team all-state
pick by CalHiSports.com, was the
PAC 7 League MVP this past season
in leading the 9-2 Greyhounds to
their first league title since 1997. He
had 54 tackles, one sack and one
interception — returned for a
touchdown — this past season. He
also converted six of his 24 recep
tions intoTDs and ran for five more
scores out of the backfield.
The 6-2, 190-pound Romanelli

3Lûn<:ron

• Receive 14 units of credit
• F^arn GK credit for courses in
Humanities, Music, and Theatre

J

C'ome to the information meetings
scheduled on:

Iliursday, February 15th

^
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Cal Poly junior-to-be tailback James Noble carries the ball last season. Noble will be joined in a deep backiield
by juniors-to-be Fred Hives II and Ryan Mole. Mole is one o f 14 incoming players for the 2007 season.

• Participate in a 6 week-long program offered
during summer quarter

Í

»

BRENNAN ANGEL FILE PHOTO

Are you interested in studying and living in
London for the Summer Quarter 2007?

¿

»^^
» \

• Attend musical performances and plays at
world-famous theatres and concert halls

had 97 tackles, one interception,
three forced fumbles, one fumble
recovery and a sack this past season.
He also accumulated 1,136 yards
from scrimmage and nine touch
downs and averaged 8.4 yards per
carry out of the backfield as a senior
for the 7-4 Eagles.
“We know our area pretty well,”
Ellerson said. “We really like Jake
(Romanelli), known about him for
a while. He was probably the heavi
est-recruited guy in our area. I also

felt like the kind of student he was,
the kind of family he comes from,
he fits so well here.”
O ther players the Mustangs
signed include defensive linemen
Matthew Duffy (El Segundo) and
Erich Klemme (Long Beach), offensive/defensive
lineman
Stash
McGuinness (Pleasanton), defensive
back Angel Morales (Ventura),
receiver/DB John Yessner (El
Segundo) and running back/linebacker Jordan Yocum (Anaheim).

Ruark

following year and redshirted the
season.
The accounting and finance stu
dent could have graduated last year,
but still had one year of eligibility.
“ I’ll be very disappointed if I
can't compete.” Ruark said. “That’s
the only reason I didn't graduate.”
Nunno said that Ruark will be
missed at the meets he is unable to
attend.
“Not only are we losing a pole
vaulter, but we re losing a big part
o f or rooting section.” Nunno saul.
■‘He’s a Hood te.mi motivator.”

continued from page 12

not make it back for this season, m
an attempt to compete m the 2008
Olynipics.
“Depending on how things go
there I might keep training, but mv
body is getting beat up so we’ll
have to see,” he said.
Ruark started pole vaulting in
high school and entered Long
Beach State ranked eighth among
all college freshmen.
He transferred to (.^il Polv the

• Participate in an optional weekend tour to Paris

11:00 a .m . - 12:(M) p .m .

C>raphic .Arts B ldg 26 Km 104

• Travel throughout the I ’K and Kurope at
the conclusion of the program

§ t j i C e r t i f i â t e s ^ A v a iia b ie i

10%

For more information: contact Miriam Rahhan, ¡.ondon Study Profiram Coordinator,
Math Building 3fi Room 145, 756-6161, marahhanC9caiptdy.edu
http:lllondonstudy.calpoiy.edu

o ff l^roclucT*
a fu it Metviee 4atou
- tkm , > §iu f0U - tea« - iwa««a|a
670 Higuera, Suite 0
Dow ntow n SLO

1453 Grand Ave
Grover Beach
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574-1900
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☆ Rock&RoU Hair
We Specialize
in Modern
Hair Color
& Cutting ^
Techniques

Killer Hair
at a price you
can afford

973 E. FoocMN Mvd.
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Schottenheimer
continuedJrom page ¡2

Kunniiig backs coach C'larcncc
Shelmon, who’s never been a coordi
nator, was paiinoted to replace
C'aineron. Shelmon accepted only a
one-year comract due to what had
been Schottenheinier's lame-duck
status.
'Three days after.the 24-21 playofF
loss
to
New
England,
Schottenheimer declined the team’s
orter of a $4,^ million, one-year

Super Bowl.
His 3-13 playotT record has taken
on-a life of'its own. The loss to the
Patriots was his sixth straight in the
postseason dating to 1903, and the
ninth time a Schottenhemiercoached team lost its opening playofi
game. His teams have tailed four
times to capitalize on the home-field
advantage that ctimes with owning
the AFCFs No. 1 seed. He was 47-33
in five seasons with the Cdiargers,
including 33 wins and t'vo AFC'
West titles in the last three seasons.

Eciited by Will Shortz

No. 0102

Crossword
30 Fascinated by

1 Water carrier
5 Maybelline rival
10 Hearty's partner
14 Lex and Park,
e.g., in N Y C
iSHead out

33 The Beatles’
“___ the .
Walrus"

-16 Banned orchard 43 Break away
spray
44 *A Chorus. Line"
number
17 Steinbeck
classic
45 C ó m o ___ ?’
19 it may be proper * (with a hint to
this puzzle’s
20 ’ the Atom ___
theme)
Show" (1960’s
46 Ambulance
TV cartoon)
letters
21 Stunt cyclist.
48 Spider web, e g
eg
22 Pagoda sights
23 A Judd
25 Follows a
healthy diet
27 Like much
music, today

1?

skater Brian

W

68 Rustic stopovers

it

DOWN

continued from page 12

PT

2 Ex of the Donald
3 Pasta topper

*

BT

59 Halt!" to a salt
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QUBBCIU
QQUBBQQQBBQ □ □ □
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1 So n g of praise

7

□Q Q BQ B

he scored a career-high 31 poiiits
and tied a school record wjth eight
3-pointers in leading the Mustangs
to a H9-H0 win over U(^ Irvine.
W hiten received the honor
despite playing only one game this
week. Whiten was sidelined with
Sl'ORlS IN IO R M A IIO N RKl'tMVI
an injury for Thursday’s game.
The native o f N orth Hills
Cal Puly junior guard Dawin
Whiten was named Big West scored his points by making 9 of
Conference C'o-Player o f the 13 shots from the floor and 8 o f 1 1
Week, it was announced by the from beyond the arc.
The junior also made 5 of 7
conference ofFice Monday.
Whiten earned the honor when from the line.
Dawin W hiten tied a school
record with eight 3-pointers
and scored a career-high 31
points in a win over UC
Irvine on Saturday.

Wild Pitch

43

6 Eyed wolfishly

□ □ □ □ □

•

71 Docket Item

55 Get through to

aU Q U

11

Poly junior guard
W hiten named
Big West C0-PÖ W

70 W aist-ful?

53^

63 Come together

1

89 "Fam ily Ties”
son

w

UQUU QDUU UQUÜÜ
□ □ □ □ □[*]□□ □ □ □ □ □
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67 Cham pion

5 Sporty Italian
auto, for short

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Q UUU

u

66 Angler’s hope

SO Indonesian
condiment

62 Agile deer

rL

IT T T

1

protectors

4 French direction

60 Kind of colony

29 'Sprechen___
Deutsch?"

64 Upholstery

35 Sporty wheels
40 Eighty-sixed
wares of 1773

Iwww.mustan3daily.net

extension through 200H, which
came with a club-option $1 million
buyout. Spailos and Smith seemed
visibly angry that the coach ‘turned
them down.
Schottenheimer has been at odds
with Smith since the 2003 season,
apparently over personnel decisions
by the GM.
With a regular-season record of
200-126-1 with C'leveland, Kans.is
City, Washington and San Diego,
Schottenheimer is the most supcessfiil coach never to have reached the

S it e ^ e l i r I S o r k S i n t e 0
ACROSS

11

_______ mistake
(blew

B

It)

¿3

ro

Meads off

9 Craving

32 T i c ___ (mint)

42 International
pacts

*54 Stop

10 Ho Chi M inh’s
capital

34 Conductance
unit

11 G o ___ (agree)

36 Brunch offenng

49 Singer Guthne

12 Yuk

50 R io dance

13 Dadaist Max

37 Crunched
muscles

58 'Siddhartha'
writer

51 Be of use

61 It may be a lot

18 Valhalla chief

38 Raise a stink?

52 “Try ttusf’

64 Jack of "Barney
Miller“

It

up

22 Van Susteren of 39 Spanish Mrs
TV news
41 That is: Lat.
24 Fraternal fellow
26 “Alas* utterer
28 Hollywood
industry

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □

DQ UB

30 The T in
FW .I W

□□□QQ
BUUBU

BQQB
BUBU

UBBB
BBUD

31 Alumna bio
word

47 Four-star

53 Reo
contemporary

West — Cal State Fullerton (18-5)
and Long Beach State (17-6) — are
ranked 15th and 18th, respectively,
in ColLegelnsider.coni’s MidMajor Poll.
But behind all these numbers is a
greater reason why the Big West
deserves more credit — Bobby
Brown.
Brown, Cal State Fullerton’s

56 Skybox locals

s u l d o l i o i t 'i d i

57 Woes for toes

65 Singer Damone

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1.20 a minute; or. with a
credit card. 1-600-8t 4-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS
Onhne subscnpiions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nyttmes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips nytimescom^zzletorum. Crosswords Tor young
solvers nytimes com/leaming/xwords.

lb»AV% iHwumew

3 4
9 8
67
4 3
7 2
5 1
8 6
1 9
2 5

1
5
2
9
8
6
4
3
7

5 8 2 7 9 6
'T'
1 6 7 4 2^3
9 4*3 5“" l 8
7 18 6 5 2
4 5 6 1 3 Î9
2 3 9 8 4 7
3 2 1 9 '7 5
6 7 5 2 8 4
8 9 4 3 6 1

standout senior point guard, is
widely projected to be a secondround NBA draft pick in June. The
finalist for the Bob Cousy Award '
— presented to the nation’s top
point guard — averages 19.4 points
and 5.5 assists per game. He poured
in 47 points in a 94-65 rout of
Bethune-Cookman on Dec. 16.
And the Big West sending players
to the NBA is hardly something
new.
Present or former NBA players
from current Big West schools
include Bruce Bowen'and Cedric
Ceballos (Cal State Fullerton),
Craig Hodges and Bryon Kussell
(Long Beach State), Brian Shaw
(UC Santa Barbara) and Michael
Olowokandi (Pacific).
It was not long ago that Cal Poly
beat two Pac-10 .schools in the
same season. In the 2003-04 cam
paign, the Mustangs won at Cal
(63-62) and at USC (93-78).
Sure, the Big West is not the Pac10 or Atlantic Coast Conference.
But when mid-majors are dis
cussed, it deserves to be near the
top o f the list.

C LA SSIFIE D
HELP WANTED
PART TIM E NANNY
to care for 6 mo. old baby in
Los Osos. References required
$10/hr.. Days negotiable.
Please call 3 1 0 .6 0 0 .5 3 5 0

STAYING IN SLO THIS SUMMER T T
LOOKING FOR A JOB ON CAMPUS?
Conference and Event Planning
is hiring 10-20 staff for summer
conferencing season. Training
begins in late April. Seeking
hard-working, responsible, and
positive individuals who enjoy
i working in a fun* fast-paced team
setting. Cashier and customer serivice experience preferred. Optional
; summer housing at highly reduced
rate. Flexible-hours. PT/FT available. $7.50-9.50/hour.
i
Great internship opportunity!
Fed Work Study positions open.
Applications and job descriptions
in bldg 116 rm 21 1.
M-F 8 :3 0 a.m . -4:30pm or on
'Mustang Jobs online. Completed
Apps. and resume due by 3 /2 /0 7 .
Call (8 0 5 ) 75 6 -7 6 0 0 for detailed
job description emailed to you

j

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Babysiter Needed Looking for an
experienced babysitter to watch a
15 month toddler. Once or twice a
week for 3 hours. Please send a
resume and references to
daniel84002000@ hotm ail.com .
Good pay and will pay more for
someone familiar with American
Sign Language. (8 0 5 ) 7 0 4-2 43 3

SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Must be Great with children, fun
and committed to teach at the
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande
. (8 0 5 )4 8 1 -6 3 9 9

Free List of all Houses and
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email
steve@slohomes.com

Day Camps Seek Sum m er Staff.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$ 3 0 0 0 - $ 3 6 0 0 (6 8 8 ) 784-CAM P
vww.workatcamp.com/slo

RENTAL HOUSING

Winter/Spring Positions Available
Earn up to 1 5 0$ per day
Exp not Required.
Undercover shoppers needed
To Judge Retail and
Dining Establishments.
Call 8 0 0 -7 2 2 -4 7 9 1
Part-Time, Flexible Hours Work
• with various entities at Cal Poly
on tobacco education and
enforcement of cam pus smoking
and tobacco policy. Email resume
and cover letter to
corina@cyanonline.org.
More info: (9 1 6 )3 3 9 -3 4 2 4 ex.22

Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net

Dell Campus Reps Needed
Promote a top 3 0 ‘company to g
ain real-world business &
marketing experience!
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.

HOMES FOR SALE
Beautiful 4BR located near 101
SLO. This 2-story custom has 3
Full baths & a cozy Family Room.
Quick access to Poly. $ 7 0 9 ,0 0 0 .
CALL US ON CO N D O S. TOO.
ADOBE REALTY 54 3 -2 6 9 3
5 Bdrm house for sale + 2 .5 acres
... includes BARN & Corral &
Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly.
$ 6 7 5 ,0 0 0 (8 0 5 ) 4 4 1 -6 9 0 8

HOMES FOR SALE

Room Available for Winter/Spring
Master Bdrm with 2 wak-in
closets, BR, shower, W /D included.
Chill roommates, very clean. Stay
for summ er possible. $ 8 0 0 OBO
Please call: (9 4 9 ) 5 1 0 -1 8 8 6
Luxury House Room available in
two story house - 581 Stoneridge
Rd. SLO $6 50 /m o , pets OK
(8 0 5 ) 6 2 4 -5 1 7 7

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record

Student Discount
www.skydlvetaft.com
(6 6 1 ) 7 6 5-5 86 7

SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY TH URS
Submit your’s by Tuesday!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Envision World Peace.
Now is the time to act!
For more info contact:
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com

LOST AND FOUND
Lost African Goat from Fisher Hall
$ 1 0 0 REWARD 75 6 -5 2 4 2
FOUND: Sunglasses in Bldg 13
Call 9 0 9 -6 3 3 -8 0 2 2
REWARD $5 0 for LO ST dog
“Nacho" Bulldog. Male,
White/brown. Call: 4 3 8 -5 4 2 4
FOUND W om an’s watch near
Foothill Blvd. Call (9 1 6 ) 2 1 4 -5 0 9 0
FOUND scarf in University Cashier
Call Betty: 7 5 6 -2 3 1 0
FOUND: Silver Crescent - shaped
hoop earrings. (6 4 6 ) 4 8 3 -9 6 4 7
REWARD for lost gold bracelet with
heart and “Frances" engraved
Please call: (8 0 5 ) 4 6 4 -1 0 0 0
LO ST Motorola cell phone
contact: hduong@calpoly.edu
Lost and Found ads are FREE

M ustang D aily

Sports
Chargers
zap Marty as
head coach
Monday night’s firing o f San
Diego’s head coach surprised
many; irreconcilable differences
between Marty Schottenheimer
and GM A.J. Smith are cited as
grounds for the dismissal.

S p o rts Editor: Tristan A ird • m ustan3d6ilysports@ 3m ail.com
A ssista n t S p o rts Ed itor: Frank StranzI

w w w .m u sta n 3d a iiy.n e t

Polyps Ruade hopes to
vault back into £ray

Bernie Wilson
ASSOC lATKl) i'KhSS

SAN DIEC'.O — C:hargers coach
Marty Schottenheimer was fired
Monday night in a shocking move
by team president Dean Spanos,
who cited a “dysllinctional situa
tion” between the coach and gener
al manager A.J. Smith.
Less than a month after San
Diego’s NFL-best 14-2 season was
wrecked in a home playoff loss to
New England, Spanos cited the exo
dus of both coordinators and other
assistants in firing Schottenheimer.
The coach had a year left on his
contract and will be owed more
than $3 million.
“When 1 decided to move ahead
with Marty Schottenheimer in midJanuary, I did so with the expecta
tion that the core of his fine coach
ing staff would remain intact,”
Spanos said in a statement.
“Unfortunately, that did not prove
to be the case, and the process of
dealing with these coaching changes
convinced me "that we simply could
not move forward with such dys
function between our head coach
and general manager.
“In short, this entire process over
the last month convinced me
beyond any doubt that I had to act
to change this untenable situation
and create an environment.”
The firing was first reported by
ESPN.
Schottenheimer didn’t immedi
ately return messages left on his
office and cell phones.
“This decision was so hard
because Marty has been both a
friend and valued coach of our
team,” Spanos said. “But my first
obligation is always to do what is in
the best interest of our fans and the
entire Charger oi^nization. I must
take whatever steps are necessary to
deliver a Super Bowl trophy to San
Diego. Events of the last month have
now convinced me that it is not pos
sible for our organization to func
tion at a championship level under
the current structure.
“On the contrary, and in the
plainest possible language, we have a
dysfunctional situation here. Today 1
am resolving that situation once and
for all.”
Defensive coordinator Wade
Phillips was hired as head coach of
the Dallas Cowboys on Thursday,
following offensive coordinator
Cam Cameron and two other assis
tants out of town for better jobs.
Although Schottenheimer said
last week that change was inevitable.
Smith sounded concerned, saying,
“Both in the same year — Wow.”
Tight
ends
coach
Rob
Chudzinski became Cleveland’s
offensive coordinator, and lineback
ers coach Greg Manusky was hired
as San Francisco’s defensive coordi
nator.
see Schottenheimer, page 11
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Cal Poly senior Adrian Ruark competes in the pole vault
three weeks ago.
Ruark’s ankle suffered five frac
tures and torn ligaments, muscles
and tendons after a fall during his
16-foot opening jump, in what he
called
a freak accident.
Sam antha Freitas
“I’ve done that exact same fall a
MUSTANG HAILY
thousand times, but normally
Cal Poly senior pole vaulter there are pads there instead of
Adrian Ruark, considered a con wood,” he said.
tender to qualify for nationals this
The spikes o f R uark’s shoe
year, injured his left ankle at the caught the wood on his way down
Washington Indoor Invitational while his ankle was still moving.
The standout pole vaulter was
ranked 15th nationally in the
event before suffering a variety
o f injuries to his left ankle.

causing it to snap.
Ruark came into the season
ranked 15th in the nation and was
expected to help lead his team
mates to a Big West Conference
win.
“We have a really good chance
to win conference this year,” Cal
Poly junior pole vaulter James
Nunno said. “ Every point counts.
Not having points from Adrian
would have a huge effect on us.”
R uark’s doctors do not yet
know if he will need surgery or
how long his recovery process will
be, although he is hoping to return
to pole vaulting by April.
“March is all entry-level meets
that I can afford to miss,” Ruark
said. “April is the month with all
the biggest meets. If I miss those,
it’s going to be a challenge to get
back.”
Ruark did not qualify for
nationals last year despite vaulting
17 feet, 3 inches and placing first
at the conference meet.
“My first year at Cal Poly, 1
placed eighth at regionals and
missed nationals by one spot; last
year I got ninth and missed
nationals by one spot. This year 1
was hoping to not miss nationals
by one spot.”
Ruark’s injured leg has already
lost considerable strength, but he is
trying to remain in shape by
working his upper body while his
ankle recovers.
“He’s been working out really
hard and doing everything he can
to keep in shape for vaulting,”
Nunno said. “When the doctors
give him the OK, he won’t be
starting from scratch.”
Ruark added; “ Pole vaulting
requires strength and speed. You
need the whole package or it
doesn’t work.”
Ruark will continue to train
through next year, even if he does
see Ruark, page 10
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M ustang football recruits versatile,
but m ost will redshirt, EUerson says
H aving w on 32 o f its last 46
gam es, Cal Poly typically
redshirts the m ajority o f its
in com in g freshm en.
Tristan Aird
MUSTANC; IMILY

As promising and versatile as the
Cal Poly football program’s recruit
ing class is, head coach Rich
EUerson hopes his team does not
have to rely too heavily next season
on its 14 incoming players.
The Mustangs announced their
signings last Wednesday. EUerson
said the lone player he Hopes can

have an immediate impact is Ryan
Mole, a tailback who played two
seasons at Sacramento State before
transferring to Allan Hancock
College and now Cal Poly.
“1 would think Ryan has the
best chance to step in and be in the
mix,” EUerson said Monday. “The
freshmen, frankly, have to have
some extraordinary ability to be on
the cusp of getting some playing
time. We have that every year, with
the absence of some catastrophic
injury. It’s better for their adjust
ment to college. It’s a real boon for
them if they not have to play in
. theif first year. Inevitably, one or

two of them are going to find
themselves in the mix.”
Mole, a Santa Maria native and
Righetti High graduate, rushed for
858 yards and five touchdowns as a
freshman at Sacramento State. As a
sophomore, the 5-foot-10, 195pounder had 944 yards from scrim
mage and received second-team
All-Big Sky Conference honors.
He will have two years of eligibili
ty at Cal Poly because he did not
play at Hancock.
Cal Poly already has a deep
backfield returning.
As a sophomore this past season,.
' (' see Football, page 10

Putting the
‘Big’ in Big
West
Tristan Aird
MUSTANG DAILY

T

he Big West Conference
is better in -men’s bas
ketball than some might

think.
Here are the numbers to prove
it:
•T he eight Big West teams have
combined for an 11-6 record
against West Coast Conference
teams. Somehow, the WCC is still
ranked four spots higher — at No.
12 — than Cal Poly (No. 16)
among 32 Division 1 conferences
in USA Today’s JetT Sagarin ratings.
• Big West teams have com
bined for winning records against
the
following
conferences:
Atlantic East (1-0), Big Sky (6-3),
Ivy (1-0), Metro Atlantic (1-0),
M id-C ontinent
(1-0),
MidEastern (1-0)* Southeastern (1-0),
Southland (3-2) and West Coast
( 11- 6 ).

That’s right, there is a win in
there against an SEC team. UC
Irvine, which C'aj^PoIy shot past
89-80 Saturday, dismantled visit
ing South Carolina (12-11) — a
team with wins against Arkansas
and Mississippi State — 67-52 in
Irvine on Nov. 14.
The reason the Big West is
stuck at No. 16 in the Sagarin rat
ings could partly be because it is
tied for the fewest teams in its
domain (eight).
Still, it is inexplicable for the
Big West to be ranked four con
ferences lower than the W CC —
which also has eight teams —
when it has won 11 of 17 games
played between the two confer
ences this season.
Granted, Big West teams are 08 against the Pac-10.
But don’t let ESPN or USA
Today fool you — the Pac-10 is
indeed the best conference in the
nation.
And when looking at that 0-8
mark, you must consider that
three of the Big West’s losses came
at fifth-ranked UCLA. Not to
mention. Cal State Northridge
only lost 84-73 at No. 15 Oregon
and UC Davis — which will join
the Big West next season — only
fell 84-72 at Stanford.
The top two teams in the Big
' see Wild Pitch, page H

